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What a rotten guest, but then again, that was to be expected.  Ahead of his visit to Britain,
there was some indignation that US President Donald Trump should even be visiting in the
first  place.   Protesters  were  readying  their  assortment  of  paraphernalia  in  anticipation.  
Walls  of  noise were promised.  Trump, on the other hand, was bullish after his NATO
performance, which did a good deal to stir and unsettle partners and leaders.  On leaving
Brussels, his singular account was that all partners had, in fact, agreed to a marked rise in
defence spending. 

Having settled into dinner with British Prime Minister Theresa May at Blenheim Palace,
Oxfordshire, there was a whirring buzz that the president had been busy, having given an
interview to that infamous rag of reaction The Sun newspaper.  It was spectacularly poor
form, featuring a series of  pot  shots against  his  host  on how she had handled Brexit
negotiations so far.  Not that May’s handling has been brilliantly smooth. Characterised by
Tory saboteurs, confusion and ill-expertise, the British tangle with the European Union has
persisted with barnacle tenacity.

This  did  not  inspire  confidence  from  Trump,  and  the  Chequers  agreement  that  May  had
reached with cabinet members was deemed “very unfortunate”.  For the president, a Brexit
softened and defanged to keep it bound up in some form in the EU could well spell an end to
a separate, post-separation trade pact with the United States.

“If they do a deal like that, we would be dealing with the European Union
instead of dealing with the UK, so it will probably kill the deal.”

The sting was greater for the fact that May was using the dinner to pitch her case for a
separate trade arrangement.

“As we prepare to leave the European Union,  we have an unprecedented
opportunity to do more.”

Any free trade agreement between the countries, she asserted, would create “jobs and
growth here is in the UK and right across the United States.” Bureaucracy would be defeated
in the transatlantic venture.

Trump,  as  he  tends  to,  was  operating  on  a  different  frequency,  claiming  that  he,  brilliant
chap that he is, had the formula for how May might best get a workable Brexit through. If
only the prime minister had listened instead of chasing her own flight of fancy.
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May was not the only British politician rostered for a tongue lashing.  London Mayor Sadiq
Khan, who reached some prominence criticising Trump’s election promise to temporarily
suspend Muslim immigration to the United States, also came in for special mention.

“I think allowing millions and millions of people to come into Europe is very,
very sad.”

Reflecting on the problems facing European cities as a result, he told The Sun that London
had “a mayor who has done a terrible job in London.  He has done a terrible job.”  The
mayor had blotted his copybook by doing “a very terrible job on terrorism” and, just for
good measure, crime in general.

Not  content  at  leaving it  at  that,  Trump revealed that  childish  vulnerability  typical  in
unstoppable, and encouraged egomaniacs. This had undoubtedly been spurred on by Khan’s
refusal  to  ban  the  flying  of  a  20ft  blimp  depicting  Trump  as  an  indignant,  orange  infant,
nappy and all.

“I  think  [Khan]  has  not  been  hospitable  to  a  government  that  is  very
important.  Now he might not like the current President, but I represent the
United States.”

Having said earlier in the week that the issue of whether May should continue a British
prime minister was “up to the people”, Trump was less judicious in his liberating interview.
In what could be construed as an act of direct meddling (foreign interference for the US
imperium is genetic, programmed and inevitable), Trump had his own views about who
would  make  a  suitable  replacement.   The  blundering,  now  ex-foreign  secretary  Boris
Johnson, a person with his own conditioning of  Trumpism, would “make a great prime
minister.”

For those incensed by Trump’s say in the matter, it is worth noting that his predecessor was
no less terse in warning, not just the Cameron government, but the British people, that
leaving the EU would banish Britain to the end of any trade agreement queue.  Britain was
far better being part of a collective voice generated by the EU, rather than a single power
going its own way.  At “some point down the line,” President Barack Obama explained at a
press conference held at the Foreign Office on a visit in April 2016, “there might be a UK-US
trade agreement,  but it’s  not going to happen any time soon because our focus is  in
negotiating with a big bloc, the European Union, to get a trade agreement done.”

Perhaps the most striking delusion that runs so deeply through the Brexit pathology is the
idea the Britannia’s flag will again fly high, and that power shall, mysteriously, be reclaimed
by a nation made anew.  Other powers will heed that; respect shall be observed.  What
Presidents Obama and Trump have shown from different sides of the coin is that such hopes
might be terribly misplaced.
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Featured image is from Sky News.
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